
H
ealth is vital for every
one, and medicine has 
at all times struggled to 
fight illness. But did our 
grandparents perceive 

illness in the same way as we see 
it today? It has always been a 
condition we refused to accept, 
but which we have interpreted in 
many different ways. So it is 
important, if we are to avoid 
over-generalisations, to show an 
intellectual objectivity which will 
enable us to accept the idea of an 
infinite and limitless science -
"the science of illnesses and the 
art of curing them,'' to borrow 
Garner Delamare 's definition - to 
which everyone has something to 
contribute. 

The late Tipoko Karim Paul, my 
grandfather, belonged to a 
generation of traditional healers 
who possessed their own 
approach to sickness , their own 
art of healing. My father, Fran<;:ois 
Ouedraogo, was a living witness 
of that period, and is the link 
between three generations: my 
grandfather 's, his own and mine. 

In my grandfather's time, if 
someone fell ill, two hypotheses 
were possible: either the illness 
was "natural", that's to say con
tracted by the will of God (it was 
then called "divine illness " ), or it 
was thought to come from an evil 
spell cast by somebody. Then it 
was "witchcraft. " 

The steps to reach a diagnosis 
were clear. First of all the sick 
person was questioned, then the 
cowrie shells, the sand or the 
fetish, which would make it poss
ible to discover the origin of the 
illness: divine or witchcraft . 
Finally, a prognosis was 
attempted . For this, a chicken was 
slaughtered and thrown in the air . 
If it fell on its back with its claws 
turned towards the sky, it was a 
sign that your chances of recov
ery were good and this motivated 
my grandfather to treat you. 

But if the chicken thrown in the 
air fell in any other position, the 
healer would not treat you 
because , it was said, you had 
violated the taboos; the chicken's 
failure to fall in the correct pos
ition was dictated by the 
ancestors or the gods , who were 
angry. It was then necessary to try 
to calm their wrath with sacrifices. 
As for the healer, if he treated the 
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patient despite all this, he was 
punished with extradition or even 
death . Or he could himself be 
stricken by an illness transmitted 
to him by witchcraft, from which 
he would suffer all his life. 

My father relates that , in those 

days, when death hit a young 
person rather than an old one, 
witchcraft was suspected. It was 
not until 1942 , when a meningitis 
epidemic killed the young and 
old, that llttle by little this inter
pretation was abandoned. 

If the illness was natural, in 
other words if it were "an illness 
of God,'' it was recognisable by 
the time of the year when it 
occurred by familiar symptoms. 
The appropriate therapy was then 
applied, often based on plants. 

For Roudre Uaundice) which 
manifested itself by a yellowing of 
the eyes and urine, horse urine 
was prescribed, which the patient 
was made to drink. For Ko6m 
(headache), an infusion composed 
of Randga, Gaaga or Willingwuga 
(all medicinal plants) would be 
used. For stomach-aches due to 
parasites, the patient had to con
sume Karite fruits which had been 
left to heat in the sun, or certain 
non-toxic mushrooms growing on 
ant-hills , the mushrooms being 
dried and prepared in the form of 
an infusion. My grandfather knew 
the secret and he thus managed 
systematically to rid his patients of 
parasites. 

For such treatment there was a 
corresponding "fee " to be paid to 
the healer , the cowrie shells serv-
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ing as sacrifices by way of thanks . 
If the age in which we live 

today has some similarities to the 
past, it has nonetheless another 
dimension. The discovery of 
microbes and the importance of 
hygiene for health are. major 
factors which were almost 
unknown to our grandparents, 
even if they were aware that 
certain illnesses were caused by 
parasites . Today, it is known that 
Ko6m, far from being a periodic 
illness of unknown origin, is in 
fact caused by the bite of the 
mosquito and that it is called 
malaria . But if modern medicine 
attacks illness in specific detail -
because of its knowledge of the 
scientific explanation - traditional 
medicine treats the sick person as 
a whole. 

Unfortunately, traditional medi
cine has evolved little, perhaps 
because of the mystery surround
ing it, or because initiation into it 
from generation to generation is 
limited to a few persons only , 
which makes access very difficult . 
Moreover, tradition weighs 
heavily and there is often a fear of 
questioning certain values. One of 
my friends, for instance, who 
would have been initiated into the 
occupation of healer , was 
deprived of his right to this 
because he went to school, and 
there was considerable anxiety 
that he might divulge the secrets . 
And yet if one believes, as I 
myself do , that traditional medi
cine - like modern medicine - has 
certain limitations in matters of 
detail, it is important for us to 
master its broad outlines, so that 
the two systems complement each 
other and collaborate in perfect 
symbiosis . 

Is it not said, indeed, that union 
brings strength? • 

Traditional healers should be invited to work in 
harmony with modem medicine. 
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